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●Neutrino Oscillations.
●See Saw Mechanism.
●SUSY Flavor and Charged Lepton Flavor Violation.

●An Abelian SU(5) model for Yukawa couplings:
            -Fitting  Neutrino Parameters.

            -LFV BR(li->lj+gamma)

●Charged Slepton flavor oscillation at Linear colliders,

● CONCLUSIONS 



  

Neutrino Oscillations
EW interaction
 Mixes Lepton

 Flavor.

There is a matrix: 
PVMS=U

Equivalent to
The CKM 

in the 
Quark sector.

 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

* Coefficients of O(1) in all entries.

* Any choices of n
i  
leads to the same m

eff
 



  

Fitting Of NEUTRINO PARAMETRES



  

Data fitting from Flogli et al.  ArXiv:1205.5254, 
Phys.Rev. D86 (2012) 013012



  

Charged-Lepton-Flavour Violation in the CMSSM with heavy 
right-handed neutrinos



  

Ellis, Olive 



  



  

LFV RADIATIVE DECAYS:

Thick (n1=2,n2=1,n3=0)
Mn Hierarchical 

Thin (n1=2,n2=0, n3=0)
Mn Two deganerate eigenvalues.
 



  

LC vs. LHC searches

Collider in the post-LHC era for Physics up to 
the multi-TeV center of mass colliding beam 
energy range (nominal 3 TeV).

LHC hadron collider sleptons appear
 in gaugino cascade decays:

 



  



  

LFV at LC

Direc production in 
Slepton pair decays:



  



  

●Abelian SU(5) flavour symmetries provide very interesting 
possibilities for understanding the hierarchy of fermion masses and 
mixings. We performed a big scan of fits to the neutrino data, we get 
a pattern of neutrino  predictions and correlations compatible with  
the global analysis of neutrino data. 

Conclusions 
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● LFV identifying the range of parameters where observable 
signatures are possible. In general, we found that,  fittings with 
similar predictions for the neutrino parameters may lead to 
very different LFV predictions. However,  they can provide 
information on the heavy Majorana neutrino matrix.
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●Abelian SU(5) flavour symmetries provide very interesting 
possibilities for understanding the hierarchy of fermion masses and 
mixings. We performed a big scan of fits to the neutrino data. We get 
a pattern of neutrino predictions and correlations compatible with  
the global analysis of neutrino data. 

● LFV identifying the range of parameters where observable 
signatures are possible. In general, we found that  fittings with 
similar predictions for the neutrino parameters may lead to 
very different LFV predictions. However,  they can provide 
information on the heavy Majorana neutrino matrix.

●Among others, the LHC data, with  a neutral Higgs of about 
125 GeV implies that  observation of slepton flavor violation at 
a LC will be possible for energies beyond 3 TeV.

Conclusions 
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